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TUBmat®- Tough and Sturdy

1. Mat close to bath for safe transfer from bath
2. Auto-locking lever for bath position
3. Tough sturdy aluminum legs for maximum stability
4. Rubber non-marking anti-slip feet
5. Toughening ribs under bath – takes adult weight
6. Safety belt for extra security
7. Thickly padded mat with soft cover

8. Lower sides than mat-eliminates face and leg injuries
9. Raised mat sides – harder for baby to roll off
10. Tough table top side for extra roll-off security
11. Tough lid covers bath when in nappy change position
12. House bath is securely covered
13. Auto-locking lever for nappy change position
14. Extremely stable on your bath

Perfectly located in your bathroom: a wet area and out of your way
You can stand comfortably while bathing your child
You can move around the bathroom and use it, unlike movable stations
Easy filling: connect optional TUBmat® Hose to your tap
Easy draining: pull the plug and it drains into the bath below
Large baby bath can be used for a child up to 4 years old
No kneeling down like when you use the house bath
There is little to no bending unlike when using a house bath
You won’t experience sore elbows or chest or pins and needles
Saves an enormous amount of water compared to the house bath
Eliminates the need to wait for your partner to help
Saves you time as it is always ready: no time wasted in setting up
No need for carrying a heavy bath around to empty it
No time-consuming pushing trolleys back and forward
Eliminates carrying your necessities back and forward

Drying Benefits
No need for partner to twist and pass baby from kneeling position
Pick wet baby up: place on to waiting towel on mat next to bath
No need to rest wet baby on chest while fumbling with lids
Mat close to bath for safest transfer from bath
No carrying wet baby from bathroom to nursery
No need to dry baby on the floor

The worlds most comfortable
safest to use bathing, drying and
nappy changing system!
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Changing Nappy Benefits
Water and towels are right there for washing hands before dressing baby
Lots of room for essentials and folding nappies
Easier to clean nappy accidents on bathroom floor than carpets
For a really messy nappy change, easy to fill bath while watching baby:
no setting up.

Other Benefits
Tough table sides next to the mat for extra roll-off protection
Low wooden mat sides eliminating banging of face and kicking injuries
Different leg heights and adjustable legs available
Raised sides on mat help stop baby rolling off
Choice of three stylish modern mat designs
Tough and sturdy construction
Fits 99% of baths around the world
Easy to follow assembly directions

The TUBmat® will save you more than one house pool of water per year
There’s a huge difference between filling the TUBmat® bath compared to the bath tub, as you can imagine.
It works out to about 90 litres difference in water per bath. Over a year, that’s about 30,000 litres!
As shortages cause our water costs to increase, this will be a significant amount of money saved
– better than losing it down the drain.

Little Bear Child Products Corporation Pty Ltd
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TUBmat®… Parenting just got easier
Imagine if you could bath, dry, and change nappies for your
newborn baby or young child, comfortably standing upright. How
much easier would life be? Little Bear have the answer for you: it's
the world’s first and its called the TUBmat®.
The system was developed because babies
outgrow available products for these
jobs extremely quickly. From about the
time they turn one, you are forced to
wash them in your house bath. You end
up on the floor kneeling down, hunched
over, and feeling very uncomfortable
especially in your knees. Try it yourself
one day and you'll see it's a horrible
position to be in — and imagine doing it
regularly for 3 to 4 years...

Drying Baby Benefits

Changing Nappy Benefits

When designing the TUBmat® safety was the main priority. We
wanted to create the safest way for you to be able to transfer
your baby from the bath to the drying area.

Perfect Location
TUBmat® is the world's first patented-design bathing, drying and
nappy change system that sits above the house bath, completely
out of your way.
You will be able to stand upright in comfort to wash, dry and
change your baby from the time you bring your newborn home up to
around the age of 4. The TUBmat® puts you in a great position and
gives you ready access to water when ever you need it for nappy
changes, washing your hands, etc.

Bath baby while you are standing
It sits above your bath out of your way
Always ready – No moving equipment
No kneeling, hunched over house bath
One person baths and dries

Saves lots of water
No more sore knees
Drains into bath below
Lots of room for essentials
Easy to fill via vanity taps

The TUBmat® looks great in any bathroom of any size. Perfectly
suited for when you have a vanity unit right next to your bath tub.

Newborn to
approx 4

You’ll be changing your baby’s nappy many times a day for the next
2 to 3 years, so you need a changing system that is as organized as
possible, with everything at your finger tips.

The TUBmat® is constructed with high quality materials, is
extremely sturdy and tough, and can be assembled left- or righthanded. The TUBmat® is a great choice which you will be proud
of when your friends see it. You’ll feel the relief of having a great
product, and the decision out of your way.

When it comes to changing nappies, your bathroom is the perfect
room to be in. It is a wet area and has water for every need.
Fill a container to clean
baby’s bottom

Next to each other & ready

Wash and dry your hands to
dress baby

Claw
Bath

Impossible to forget water.
Your bathroom has it all.
What a great position to be in.

Nappy Changing Accidents

Bathing Benefits
Bathing your children should be enjoyable, hassle-free, and
safe for both you and your baby. The TUBmat® puts you into a
comfortable standing position, giving you full reach to all parts of
the bath, and increasing your baby’s safety. It saves you so much
time as it’s always ready. There’s no need for setting up, moving
trolleys and essentials around.

TUBmat® - Suits 99% of bath tubs around the world!

The transfer needs to be easy and quick, to a nearby surface, to reduce
risks. The solution is to have the bath and change mat next to each
other and to have both ready without you having to fumble around.
Pulling lids up and down
while holding your wet,
slippery baby, passing your
baby whilst on your knees
or having to stand up while
lifting baby yourself are all
unsafe. So we designed the
system to reduce transfer
time and eliminate fumbling
with lids, towels etc.

Stylish Design

Safest Transfer
You simply lift baby out of the tub and place him or her on to a
towel on the mat, right next to the bath.
It could not be any easier or safer: it’s the world’s safest solution
for you and your baby.

Using the TUBmat®, there is NO:
passing to partner
need for partner to be home
resting baby on chest

kneeling and twisting
fumbling with lids
carrying to nursery

Little boys can surprise you when their nappy comes off. Just
imagine, you are in the bathroom and your little boy has just weed
all over the place. Accidents like this in the bathroom are easy and
quicker to clean. If it was to occur in the nursery with a cot, clothes,
carpet etc just imagine all the mess it would cause you and the time
it would take to clean it. If you drop dirty nappies or have a spill
while cleaning your baby, this is much easier to clean if its onto tiles
rather than carpets. Your bathroom is the most convenient room.

Island
Bath

The Really Messy Nappy
Sometimes as babies move around after soiling their nappy they
create a huge mess that goes up their back and everywhere.
When this happens you may have to bath them because a simple
clean does not do the job. Your
TUBmat® is there, ready to go.
Just fill it while watching the baby,
undress them and bath.
No filling and emptying hassles
No packing essentials up
No wheeling a station to and from

Wall
Bath

You’ll never be caught out with your
TUBmat® It is always ready for any emergency!
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